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***
FROM THE CHAIR
As many of you know by now, on June 2 ,
I joined the staff of OCLC, Inc. as an
Instructional Coordinator in the Cataloging Section of User Services Division . In
the past two years, I had become increasingly active in the continuing education
program of the Illinois OCLC Users Group .
My new position will allow me to continue
to explore my interests and talents in
this area while helping to expand OCLC ' s
service to music users.
Obviously, there are ~uestions of conflict of interest in an employee of a
bibliographic network also heading a group
of users of that network. The Executive
Board has carried on a series of discus sions of this situation and , at my re~uest,
has explored solutions to the problem of
filling the position of chairperson given
the fact that the home institution of our
vice - chairperson has recently announced
its intention to withdraw from its affi l iation with OCLC and to j oin RLIN .
After reviewing a number of options
including a special election, the board
agreed to exercise the right of appoint ment as provided in the bylaws. We
approached David Knapp, Technical Services

Librarian of the Oberlin Conservatory of
Music who has agreed to accept the appoint ment beginning on September 1.
I regret very much creating a further
complication in the somewhat checkered history
of MOUG leadership but I am extremely pleased
to turn over the cha irpersonship to Jack ' s
capable hands and I look forward to having a
continuing roll in the relationship between
OCLC and its music users .
--Glenn Patton

FINANCIAL REPORT
2nd Quarter 1980
April 1 - June 31
BALANCE end of 1st ~uarter:
INCOME 2nd ~uarter:
EXPENDITURES 2nd quarter :
BALANCE end of 2nd ~uarter:
MEMBERSHIP as of July
Personal:
Institutional:
Total :

1980:

171
176
347

2861.21
287.00
301.43
2846 . 78
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AACR 2 AT ILLINOIS
Since the implementation of AACR 2 at
the University of Illinois Music Library,
we have been aware of the concern emanatin~ through the ranks about the changes
in headings and uniform titles. After
reading the preliminary studies of the BLCMP
(Brio, Spring 1979) and Richard E. Jones
(MOUG Newsletter, no. 6), we decided to
conduct our own study in an attempt to verify
their projections. The University of Illinois Library began using AACR 2 in November,
1979. This study utilizes the results of
the first six months of cataloging using
the new code. From the onset I think we
expected to find more changes from AACR 1
form to the AACR 2 form than actually
occurred.
In order to calculate the number of
changes which had occurred because of the
implementation of the new code, we counted
entries in the AACR 2 authority file. The
authority file contains all entries both
personal and coporate, and all uniform titles
which have been established from December,
1979 to May 1, 1980. In essence it represents all AACR 2 access points developed
to May 1st for music, books on music and
musical sound recordings. It is important
to note that a typical authority card gives
the AACR 2 heading and also the old LC
heading, if any. For the purpose of this
study, if there was no LC heading, the entry
was not considered since we were trying to
determine only the changes which had occurred. Series entries were not included
in this study.
We wanted to find the changes which had
occurred in four distinct groups: names
(personal and corporate), and uniform titles
(distinctive and generic). There were six
cat egories used to distinguish changes for
the personal and corporate names: 1) same,
2) different name, 3) different fullness,
4) different form, 5) Russian, and 6) same,
different format. The category "different
name" meant the heading had changed considerably so as to affect filing order:
Spanier, Francis Joseph, 1906-1967. (LC)
Spanier, Muggsy, 1906-1967. (AACR 2)
"Different fullness" was used when there was
an omission of some part of the old heading:

Schubert, Franz Peter, 1797-1828. (LC)
Schubert, Franz, 1797-1828. (AACR 2)
"Different form" was used when the language
of the entry had changed:
Vienna Philharmonia Quintet. (LC)
Wiener Philharmonisches Quintett. (AACR 2 )
We kept Russian as a separate category
because we did not adopt the option to
westernize non-Roman names. "Same, different format" was used when the entry remained
more or less the same:
Seminar flir Volksmusikforschung, 8th, St.
Polten, 1972. (LC)
Seminar flir Volksmusikforschung (8th : 1972
St. Polten) (AACR 2)
The two groups of uniform titles were
divided into four categories: 1) same,
2) different title, 3) different form, and
4) same, different format. "Different titl e"
was the category used for a completely
different title:
Bach, Johann Sebastian, 1685-1750.
[Concerti grossiJ
(LC)
Bach, Johann Sebastian, 1685-1750.
CBrandenburgische KonzerteJ
(AACR 2 )
We also included collective uniform titl e s
in this category:
Brahms, Johannes, 1833-1897.
[Works, piano]
(LC)
Brahms, Johannes, 1833-1897.
[Piano music]
(AACR 2 )
"Different form" meant the language had
changed:
Grieg, Edvard Hagerup, 1843-1907.
[Aus Holberg's Zeit] (LC)
Grieg, Edvard, 1843-1907.
CFra Holbergs tidJ
(AACR 2)
The category "same, different format" had
its greatest effect on generic uniform title s.
Under this category we included the plural
forms, and the change from the ampers and
to the comma:
Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827.
[Concerto, piano, no. 1, op. 1 5 ,
C major]
(LC)
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Beethoven, Ludwig van, 1770-1827 .
[Concertos, piano , orchestra, no . 1,
op . 15, C major] (AACR 2)

Most of the distinctive uniform titles
remained the same (90.32%) whereas very few
of the generic uniform titles remained
exactly the same (17.09%). The majority of
the generic uniform titles (74.87%) fell
into the "same, different format" category .
We put them in this category as we did not
feel that the punctuation difference,
addition of medium, or pluralization of
form constituted a different title. While
the size of this category (generic uniform
titles accounted for roughly 73% of all
uniform titles) would appear to reflect
significant change, we did not think that
these changes would cause a major problem
in user convenience or filing .
It can be concluded that the transition
from the old code to AACR 2 has not had a
dramatic effect on the formulation of entries
to date. The majority of changes are format
changes whic h could be interfiled with the
former entries. Very few entries seem to
have changed drastically enough to require
recataloging.

Britten, Benjamin, 1913-1976.
CSinfonietta, woodwinds, horn & strings,
op . lJ (LC)
Britten , Benjamin, 1913-1976.
CSinfonietta, woodwinds, horn, strings,
op . lJ (AACR 2)
Each card in the authority file was checked
to determine what change if any had occurred.
A slash mark was put in the appropriate column
as each heading was compared. There were
2,670 headin~s which were considered. Stati stical results are represented in Tables I and

II.
To our surprise we found that most of the
nersonal and corporate headings remained the
same (89.89% and 77.03% respectively) . The
only major change in the personal and corporate
headings was in the degree of fullness (7 .38%
and 9. 77%) . In the personal names this was
generally caused by dropping the middle name ,
or by substituting an initial for it; in the
coporate names there were frequent omissions
of place .

--Robin Fradenburgh
University of Illinois at
Urbana- Champaign

Table I
Names

-------------

Personal
No.

Same
Different name
Different fullness
Different form
Russian
Same , different format

1413
4
ll6
6
12
21

Total

1572

%

89 . 89
. 25
7. 38
. 38
. 76
1. 34

Corporate
No.

228
3
29
10
0
26

%

77 . 03
1.01

9-77
3.38
0
8.78

296

Table II
Uniform titles

Distinctive
No.

Same
Different title
Different form
Same, different format

196
2
6
13

Total

217

'¥
'0

Generic
No.

%

90 . 32
.92
2. 76
5-99

100
25
2
438

17 . 09
4.27
. 34
74.87

585

-4OCLC AND THE MUSIC REFERENCE LIBRARIAN
OCLC was established for the purpose of,
and has built its reputation on its ability
to provide shared cataloging and to produce catalog cards . Librarians however,
were quick to recognize its value as a
reference tool as well, despite the lack
of subject search capability that is available with other on-line bibliographic data
bases. In its annual report for 1971/72,
OCLC reported that, while it had determined that it was unlikely that uses of the
indexes for cataloging purposes would exceed
an average of 2.25 uses per title, monitoring of incoming messages revealed that
on the average, 5.6 uses were occurring
for each title cataloged. Consequently,
about 60 percent of the searches were
unrelated to cataloging. The majority
of inquiries to the system appeared to be
for purposes of obtaining union catalog
information, bibliographic information,
information for book selection, and so
forth.
The great advantages of OCLC as a
bibliographic tool are its timeliness and
its accumulative nature. MARC records are
added weekly, and they, as well as records
added by member libraries, are available
for immediate use months before they might
appear in LC's Music, Books on Music, and
Sound Recordings, or in the annual volumes
of Bibliographic Guide to Music (BGM). The
time lag is even more extreme in the case
of some other printed bibliographies.
RILM Abstracts and Bibliographie des
Musikschriftums, for example, currently
are running respective five- and sevenyear publication delays. Furthermore, a
manual search of Music, Books on Music,
and Sound Recordings, or of RILM Abstracts
as of this writing involves examining up
to seven volumes, issues or cumulations,
while a single search on OCLC sweeps the
entire data base. For these reasons, as
well as because of the sheer size and scope
of the data base, OCLC at the Indiana University Music Library has become the reference tool of first choice for obtaining or
verifying bibliographic data.
The variety of access points available
to the bibliographic records in OCLC is an
added benefit, since in a reference situation a main entry is not always known. By
making access available by title, short

title, uniform title, alternate title,
traced series title, and main or added entry
name, as well as by various name/title combinations, OCLC provides more entry points
than other standard bibliographies. True,
some other sources do provide a degree of
subject access (RILM, BGM, Bibliographie
des Musikschriftums, LC catalogs), or
access by title (BGM) or added entry (LC
catalogs, BGM) , but only through a system
of cross references or indexes. OCLC, on the
other hand, provides direct access to a
complete bibliographic record using any of
its various search keys. Name access
capability, unfortunately, does not extend
to names of performers on recordings, and
this severely limits the discographic applications of OCLC as a reference tool.
One of the most frequent reference uses
of OCLC at Indiana University is to determine
what is available by a particular author or
composer, and who publishes it. Such queries
usually arrive at the reference desk as
some variation of "I heard composition X by
composer Y on the radio last night, and
would like to perform it on my recital in
the spring. How can I get it?" In a
majority of cases OCLC provides the publication data in a matter of seconds.
As a source for compiling author/composer
bibliographies or discographies, name
searches on OCLC have been particularly useful timesavers. Title searches for reference purposes have demonstrable utility as
well, since it is not unusual for a patron
seeking information about a book or composition to know only the title. Or, in another
scenario a patron might want to know what
composers have set poetic or other texts
with distinctive titles, say the "Chansons
de Bilitis," or "Veni sancte spiritus." A
title search on OCLC when taken in combination with the title entries found in the
appropriate volumes of the Music in Pri nt
series generally provides a comprehensive
view of appropriate titles, old and new, in
print and not.
The union catalog benefits of the system
are obvious, particularly in the case of
scores and recordings--formats which are
inadequately represented in most published
union catalogs. The cumulative author list
of the National Union Catalog, for example,
contains contributions from hundreds of
libraries, but the comparable catalogs for
music and sound recordings currently accept
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v,

'contributions from only 9 libraries (in
additi~n to the Library of Congress), and
even t hose contributions have been accepted
only since 1973. OCLC, on the other hand ,
now with more than 2200 members, including
many of the largest academic music libraries
in the country, shows over 65 million holdings locat ions for more than 6.5 million
bibliographic records. Consequently, even
prior to the activation of the Interlibrary
Loan Subsystem in April 1979, the OCLC data
base was a prime source for verification of
locations for borrowing purposes. At the
Indiana University Music Library , for example ,
all outgoing borrowing requests were, and
are , r outinely searched on the system by the
reference librarians to corroborate bibliographic data, as well as to identify prime
potential lenders. The "hit " rate for music
books and scores requested by Indiana is
about 90 percent .
The appearance of the holdings symbols
on each record has a bonus utility . The
symbol on the on- line record is the first
" official" acknowledgement t hat the library
owns and has cataloged an item, and it provides access to materials during the interi m
between production of cards f or that particular library, and the filing of cards in the
local catal og. A recent example at Indiana
University illustrates this. A patron inquired about the availability of a recent issue
of the periodical L ' Avant - scene opera which
he knew to be devoted to articles on Der
Ring des Nibelungen . Indiana treats this
journal as a monographic series, since each
issue is concerned with a single composer or
opera , and each issue is classed separately
with a series tracing. A quick look through
the series title cards in the public cat alo g
disclosed nothing on the subject of Wagner .
The series title was then searched in the
OCLC title index, and several truncated
entries for that series appeared on the dis play screen. It took only a few moments
to examine the full record for each of those ,
and to identify the particular title of
interest to the patron. The holdings symbols
indicated that Indiana had indeed produced
cards for the issue, and with the aid of
the LC classification number shown on the
on-line record, the iss ue was qui ckly
located on the shelf.
The above example illustrates another
advantage of the title added entry search
capability: The ease afforded in identify-

ing, controlling, and using individual mono graphs in traced series. Fred Blum's Music
Monogr aphs in Series (1964) and Sydney
Charles ' Handbook of Music and Music Literature
in Sets and Series (1972) have long been out dated in this respect. LC 's Monographic
Series, which began in 1975, provides very
broad coverage for recent titles, since it
lists by the series titles all materials
for which LC has produced printed cards
during a particular year, and on which series
statements appear in parentheses (even those
not traced) . But it has the same drawbacks inherent in other printed bibliographies: Lack of timeliness and of cumulations . Besides, it is seldom conveniently
available to music librarians. But a series
title search on OCLC of, say, the Wiener
musikwissenschaftliche Beitrage produces
truncated entries for all the individual
volumes in that series that have been entered in the system, thereby permitting the
reference librarian to select one or more
f or identification, bibliographic verification , or some other purpose. It's a quick
and easy way of keeping track of recent
issues in many music monographic series.
Of the eight search keys available to
gain access to OCLC records, only three (title ,
name , and name/title) are generally useful
in dealing with music scores and recordings.
The bibliographic number indexes ISBN, ISSN,
and CODEN are not commonly applicable to
these materials, and the LC card numbers or
OCLC control numbers are seldom known in
advance of a search. Thus both music catal ogers and music reference librarians current l y must rely on name and title informat i on to call up a record in a majority of
cas e s . Since many keys derived from names
and titles retrieve more than one record,
these searches are often extended . In the
ca se of major composers and compositions
with generic titles, of course, a search is
often impossible because of the current
inability to sort beyond the first delimiter
in a uniform title. A name/title search
f or, say , editions of Mozart's Violin
Concerto , K. 216, currently will exceed the
system limit of 256 entries . Some capability
of s earching the "n" subfield in the uniform
t i tle field would greatly enhance the refe rence capabilities of OCLC in dealing with
major composers . As for now, patrons who
believe that computers are capable of performing miracles are often incredulous to

-6learn that Beethoven's nine symphonies are
irretrievably lost in the data base .
Catalogers do have one advantage over
reference librarians in searching OCLC:
They have the item in hand . Since reference librarians generally search by using
name/title keys supplied by patrons, they
must be sensitive to retrieval failures
that might result from variations in spelling and typographical conventions. In the
case of L 1 Avant-scene opera described above,
it was necessary to search two forms of the
title, since it had been observed that the
cards already filed in the catalog for that
series were not uniform in typography . On
some, a hyphen separated the first two words
of the title, while on others it did not.
Since in formulating search keys two hyphenated words are treated as one, it is possible
that if only "AVA,SC,OP," or only "AVA,OP,,"
had been keyed into the terminal, all available records might not have been retrieved.
It was necessary to search both keys in
order to assure a clean sweep, and it might
also have been prudent in this and similar
cases to search the form of the title which
does not ignore the initial article.
Or consider Hugh Macdonald ' s recent book
Skryabin (Oxford University Press, 1978).
Efforts to retrieve this record will fail
unless "Macdonald" (the spelling of the
name established for this record) and
"Skryabin" (the spelling used on the title
page) are used in forming the search keys.
"McDonald," "Skriabin," "Scriabin," or any
other variations in spelling will not do
the job. Without the item in hand, the
reference librarian must often embark on a
fishing expedition requiring some imagination to construct search keys that exhaust
all possibilities.
Lo cal cataloging practices may influence
the ways in which OCLC can be used as a
reference tool. At the Indiana University
School of Music, for example, faculty,
graduate, and certain undergraduate recitals
are taped, cataloged, and added to the
library. The main entry for each recital
is the corporate name "INDIANA UNIVERSITY,
BLOOMINGTON, SCHOOL OF MUSIC," and the
title for each is "PROGRAM," followed by
a designation for the academic year, and
the number of the recital in that particular annual series. Each composition on
each recital program receives a composer/
title added entry. Thus patrons interest -

ed in knowing what repertoire has been performed locally in recent years by specific
composers can b e assisted by a search based
on the composer's name and the title
"PROGRAM". In the case of Poulenc, for
example, such a name/title search produces
several collective entries for each of
several academic years, e.g . , "POULENC
FRANCIS PROGRAM 1977-1978 ( 10) . " By performing an extended search through these
entries it is possible to compile a complete-or near complete--list of Poulenc performances
at Indiana University during recent years.
Such a search can be somewhat time consuming,
but not nearly as time consuming as the
alternative would be: A manual search, pageby-page through thousands of pages of printed program books. Circumstances will vary
from library to library, of course, but a
reference librarian familiar with local
cataloging conventions may find OCLC useful
for finding and using various kinds of
private publications or recordings by local
schools and community music groups.
The implementation of a subject retrieval
system would greatly enhance the already
high reference utility of OCLC. The ability
now exists to put into effect a system of
searches of the on-line catalog using words
or word combinations from titles, subjects ,
series, names, as well as classification
numbers, types of materials, imprints, languages, and countries of publication. But
the gearing up of this system would put an
increased load on the computer hardware, and
put response times at intolerable levels.
Despite this current lack of subject access,
libraries not making terminals available
for reference use will fail to make effective
use of the present system for increasing
access to the library resources.
--Michael Fling
Music Library
Indiana University

- 7The following letter was rece i ved in re spons e t o the Music Cataloging Us er Survey that
appeared in MOUG Newsletter no . 7. We apprec iate the speedy response from OCLC , and
look forward to a discussion of the survey by the OCLC Users Council .
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Mr. Glenn Patton , Chairperson

Music OCLC Users Group
1950 MacKenzie Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43220
Dear Glenn,
The follo.ving canments were written by a staff member of the Cataloging
Section. It may prove useful to publish them in response to the Music
CatalCXJing Us er Survey.

Comments on Problems Noted in the Music Cataloging User Survey

(in the order presented on p. 18) (MOUG Newsletter, no. 7)

b-e

Projected Search/Retrieval Enhancements will allow search keys
to be qualified by format arrl/or date to decrease the number of
records which any search key will produce. 'Ibis, in combination
with raising the limit of records displayed fran 256 to 1500,
should make it p::>ssible to complete most searches which were
previously dead-ends while decreasing the number of entries to
be scanned.

i

705 and 715 fields will be indexed as a part of Search/Retrieval
Enhancements. After the implementation of Addendum no. 3 to the
l-1A.RC Music Format and of AACR2, performers and performing ensembles
will appear in 100, 110, 700, and 710 fields which are presently
indexed.

q

OCLC is making every effort to improve the training offered to member
libraries; however, any improvement in uniformity of music cataloging
standards and in the quality of member input must i nvolve joint
efforts of OCLC, the networks, l>DUG, and the Music Library
Association, a considerable amount of peer pressure, and the appearances
of examples of LC/MARC catalCXJin:J for scores and sound recordings.

j

Plans for implementation of searches of 028 and 260 +d and 262 +c
are under consideration.

/

Glenn Patton
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e

Bibliographic Maintenance Section is handling approximately 25 LC
updates each week. Available staff time does not permit anymore.
Users should, however, be encouraged to continue to send in LC
updates. This will aid in the detection of duplicates.
At the present time, there are no plans to implement 7XX/+t searches.
This would be necessary before the OLUC can duplicate the manual
searching capabilities of Music, Books on Music, and Sound
Recordings. At the catal():Jer' s discretion, distintive titles
could be entered in a 740 field to allow for the possibility of
composer/title searches.

d

No

work in progress on this problem.

f

Bibliographic l-la.intenance Section makes alterations to the OWC
at the time of (or before) publication of LC revisions and changes
in the Music Cataloging Bulletin. A retrospective project has been
completed through vol. 5, no. 11 (Nov. 1974).

p

A project has been defined to expand the length of the record, the
maximum number of fields in a record, and the maximum number of
fields in a tag group.

g

At the present time duplicate records are not being deleted.
Software for the automatic detection of duplicates is in the
development process.

k

See "p"

o

See "b" and "c"

a

OCLC attempts to incorporate changes in the MARC Music format
as rapidly as possible. Some changes require only validation of
additional ccx:'3es am indicator values and can be done in a minimum
of time. Other changes requiring the addition of a tag and/or
indexing and printing of additional fields may be slowed by the
necessity of developing maintenance specifications for
software, and for off-line products writing documentation and
circulating it for review, arrl printing and distributing that
documentation. Member libraries should wait for OCLC documentation
before implementing changes contained in MARC addenda.

h

On-Line Cataloging of Scores and Sound Recordings is in the process
of being replaced by a new publication Bibliographic Formats,
which will be issued this fall.

m

ISBD punctuation has been supplied by the card print program since
late 1979.

1

No

work is in progress.

Additional Problems - p. 19
l)

Various projects related to Local catalog Support are being developed.

2)

As noted on p. 15 of the survey, the OCLC Users Council, as well as

I
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the Music Library Association, has addressed the Library of Congress
on this issue. Y-l"nat more can be done, given Mr. Howard's response
as printed in Music Cataloging Bulletin, v. 10, no. 8 (see
attachment), is not clear.
3)

See "q" arove.

4)

See "q" arove.

5)

All 440/840 series titles (numbered, dated, or undifferentiated)
display in order of main entry and/or date of publication since
only the 'a' subfield is indexed. Alternative displays will need
to be considered in the future.

6)

If other changes are requested in addition to the type code change,
users should be certain to mark clearly the change request form
as a TYPE CODE CHANGE. This will ensure that it is handled
within 24 hours as other type code changes are. 'I}rpe code changes
telephoned to network offices or to the OCLC User Contact Desk are
fastest. Please do not request more than 25 type code change
in one phone call.

7)

Media qualifier brackets have been system supplied since late 1979.
AACR2 will change the placement of the media qualifier (or GMD j;
brackets will continue to be system supplied.

8}

Can one predict with any certainty what LC will get to and when.

9)

Search/Retrieval enhancements will help.

10}

OCLC can only assume responsibility for corrections to the On-Line
Union Catalog, not to off-line products produced before changes
were made.

11)

The Inter-Network Quality .C ontrol Council's recommendations for the
prevention of errors are aimed at training rather than rewards
for identifying and correcting errors.

12)

A similar situation has always existed with purchasers of LC
printed cards. Revisions are made both to the printed cards and to
their cumulations in the NUC without any notice to purchasers that
revisions had been made after their purchases. LC is considering
ways to indicate that portions of a MARC record have been modified
and what those modifications are. Should those deliberations lead
to changes in the MARC format, OCLC will consider implementing
those changes.

13)

The LC name-authority file is available on-line; an interactive
authority control system is still in the future.

Glenn Patton
1980 July 11
Page 4

14)
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Minor errors in LC MARC records (obvious typos, for example) are
corrected by Bibliographic Maintenance Section and reported to LC.
Major problems (questions of form of name or choice of entry, for
example) are referred to LC for resolution. 'lbere may be a
considerable delay before a corrected MARC record is issued.

Sincerely,

I

illl__ ____
"

Helen l-t. Hughes, Section Manager
cataloging Section
User Services Division

ON LINE "ORIGINAL" CATALOGING
I'm sure all of us can attest to the
problems and benefits of using the OCLC
data base for music cataloging. The intent
of this paper is not to re-hash views on
response time, duplicate records, closed
files, and points of access. Its purpose
is to show a humorous side of cataloging.
Unlike RLIN (Research Libraries Network),
OCLC has only one unique record per item
cataloged in its data base. That is, a record
input into the data base for the first time
will be the cataloging record that remains
in the data base (unless of course a duplicate
record is found and holdings are transferred
to one record or the record is "bumped" by
LC copy) Other libraries may edit this record
to meet their cataloging standards and use
this edited record to order catalog cards,
update archival tapes, etc. In turn, each
library that uses the record will have its
library symbol attached to the first record.
The quality of cataloging, including
typos and mistakes, will remain in the data
base as a testament to the first library's
cataloging. Other libraries discovering
errors can report them to OCLC, Inc. Sometimes it is more trouble to deal with the
paperwork of handling an error report than
it is to let the error remain in the data
base, and many libraries submit error reports
only when a misspelled word affects searching.
Who, then, is responsible for these

mistakes? Is it the cataloger for not reviewing his/her work? or the revisor for not
checking the cataloger's work? or the inputter
for not checking his/her work? or the input
revisor for not checking the inputter's work?
Depending upon the library's workflow, the
source could be one or all of the above.
Mistakes will inevitably occur because as we
know, the "machine" is only as good as the
"humans" who use it.
For the past three years I have been
compiling a list of all the interesting
"goofs" I have come across. No doubt those
of you that are reading this article have
probably found typos and errors that my
library has made. Notice that I said "my
library." When a new record is input into
the data base it is a reflection of the type
of cataloging the institution does, not that
of the individual at the institution.
There is a slight chance that some of the
following examples have been reported and
corrected , but as they stand, they are the
true gems of original cataloging. (The numbers after each example refer to the
OCLC number) .
AACR Rule 243B is used for establishing
uniform titles for works for which the
accompaniment has been reduced for piano or
organ. However, the inputting library for
this example interpreted the rule slightly
differently and came up with:
Madrigals, 4 voices. Score
(3332528)
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One of the more interesting title tran scriptions I found was the following:
20 melodies : for mezzo-soprano or baritone
with French test
(3308250)
Publishers' addresses and names may
change from time to time, but I seriously
doubt if any of the following publishers
and places were meant to be misspelled or
wrongly abbreviated:
Wine : Doblinger...
(3645117)
Wilhelmshaven, Heinrichshofen's Verlag
New York, C. F. Peers Cop.
(685552)
New York : Garland Publishing In. (5060997)
(Cf . AACR Appendix III, p . 361 and Rev .
chapter 6, Rule 138Cle)
Berlin , Bote & Bock ; exclusive representatives for U. S. A. ; Ass . Music Pub . (765116)
Collation would seem an unlikely place
for errors, but the following examples prove
that premise wrong:
180 p. : musik ; 24 em .
( 3930285)
socre (12 p.)
(2322069)
312 in various pagings
(3304259)
score (42)
(931141)
I believe the first of the above examples
was a German publication, the second a typo ,
the 3rd 11 312 what?", and the 4th "how did
the other team f are? "
The 500 field proves the most innovative,
interesting , and creative and most of my
examples are from this field:
" Directions for performers " in French ,
Germany , and English (C3J p . ) laid in . (851570)
Di stri butor from stamp on cover. (5732953)
Contains 2 appendi.
(1746874)
Text by the composer, from the Bible and the
Catholic Liturgy; Latin words . (1283314)
Unfigured bass realized for keyboard
instrument; includes part of violoncello .
(3217318)
Prefatory matter in Czech and German .
( 3427793)
Si rens with wordless women ' s chorus .
(2366616) (Debussy's Nocturnes for
orchest r a . 3d movement is entitled 11 Sirenes "
and features a female chorus; text is
syllabic)
German texts with word-for word and lineby- line renderings in French and English in
middle column; French and English in outer
columns .
(3217651)
The King , Louis XVIII , is said to have
had a share in the writing of the libretto .
(537896)
The last example is an added entry that
takes on an interesting form:

Brecht, Bert, 1898-1956. Die sieben
Todstinden.
(780900)
All of the above errors can be attributed to different catalog rule interpretations, inputting errors, and good old
fashioned "original" cataloging . No doubt
there are other errors in the data base just
waiting to be discovered. And no doubt there
will be future errors due to careless inputting. But as long as the errors do not
affect searching they should remain in the
system as a reminder or comic relief for
those who are stuck at the terminal for a
few hours each day or when response time is
slow . Sort of like looking through your
father ' s wallet when you were a kid and finding s omething embarrassing, yet funny.
Afterthought: Are there any libraries
out there that have tried connecting video
games to your terminal when response
time is slow?
--Bob Keefe
Music Cataloger
Alderman Library
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA 22901
IN SEARCH OF THE PERFECT WORKFORM
A hearty Thank You to the many who responded to the workform survey . It was encouraging to see the fruit of so much creative
energy.
In the beginning stages of my thinking
about this project, I had thought it might
be worthwhile for us to collectively create
the Model Workform, which we could disseminate to the eager membership , and even use
as a status symbol. ( " We use the Official
Form, you know .. . ") But as the workforms
rolled in, I could see that different situations require different forms, and you all
know what works for you .
It seems perhaps a little late in the
game to be offering this kind of study now.
Most all of us have been working with OCLC
long enough to have developed our own workforms and have our procedures pretty well in
gear . Many of the respondents, however ,
expressed an interest in seeing what others
were doing. Maybe librarians are not as
set in their ways as the popular stereotype
would have us believe .
What follows are my own random observa-
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tions on the many forms sent to me, and I
have also incorporated comments from respondents' cover letters. Many, many of
you indicated change's you would like to
make "when current supplies are gone."
The forms that seemed most appealing
to me were those with a minimum of lines.
The form in use at the University of Cincinnati, sent in by Susan Blanchard, is a
good example. The forms with horizontal
lines every l/4 inch seemed overly restrictive. Some forms had no horizontal or vertical lines at all. What freedom! Several
others of you mentioned wanting to delete
lines from future printings of your forms.
Those forms with fewer lines can accomodate
new fields (like 048) more easily when they
become operational.
Many respondents advised that simpler is
better, but at the same time providing space
for all possible fields. I did see some
workforms that included space for field 250,
edition, and I wonder how useful that is.
I think it helps the memory to include
specific fields. By listing 501, 505, 511,
518, etc., you may be reminded to look for
that data which you might otherwise overlook if you had a large block of space labeled "5xx."
Many forms included verbal descriptions
of the fields. Some forms devoted a full
third of the page to these labels. I
wonder if this is necessary. Omitting
these could save a lot of space and also
save the eye. Even if the terminal operator
must deal with several different formats,
does that person need to know the definition
if all the data for that field is provided
right on the form. Of course it depends on
who does the keyboarding--cataloger or typist.
This will affect how much explanation is
preprinted on the workform.
Pam Cody at Rutgers sent the form that
they can use both for scores and sound recordings, which they manage by leaving some
fields blank, like the 26x and 30x fields.
You may like this idea, and I have included
their form.
Many people use 14-inch paper, and many
of you out there have discovered the verso
of the workform sheet and are putting it to
use to ease the crowding. For this, you,
along with Glen Patton at Illinois Wesleyan,
get a little gold star.
Glen's forms, which I have included, also
come in different pretty colors, and it was

not uncommon for others of you to mention that
you used different colored paper for each
of the formats: type a, j(i), c, etc., yet
it helps the terminal operator if all the
formats follow the same basic layout.
Judy Weidow at the University of Texas
at Austin has separate forms for original
cataloging or cataloging from LC copy. That
saves a lot of transcribing.
Almost all the forms included space for
local information and special instructions.
Most found it helpful to place this at the
top of the form.
The form I am contributing is one I developed to process a series of recordings of
Bach cantatas. In this case, I could preprint
the main entry, publisher, and many other
fields. To make it, I used cataloging I had
already input. I then edited this record by
deleting information specific to that disc
and retaining data common to each disc in the
series. When this was done, I ran it off on
the printer attached to our terminal. Maybe
you can use a modification of this procedure
to serve you. (If you can wait, I do plan
to input the rest of the set)
Probably the most elegant-looking workforms came from Ti m Robs on at SUNY/Stony
Brook, which I have included here. He mentioned some changes he will make in the next
printing. For sound recordings: l) "Format"
and "parts" in the fixed field have a constant
value of 'n' and should be printed; 2) Add
the 048 field; 3) Add holding library symbol,
which is constant; 4) Remove "Est" from 100
field; 5) Provide more room for uniform title;
6) Remove 800 fields to make more room for
700s; 7) Make tag columns narrower on both
the scores and recordings forms. He would
also add "wfmc" at the bottom of the scores
form. He also sent along a photocopy of a
completed worksheet showing how he uses an
enlarged proof slip to save transcribing most
of the data from LC copy. He does not carry
this through the tracings, though, as it
gets too crowded.
The models chosen for inclusion here
reflect my own preferences, of course, and
every situation is unique. Therefore, if you
are interested in seeing more variety, drop
me a note and I will send you additional
samples.
--Carl Carlson
Fine Arts Librarian
Bethel College
St. Paul, MN 55112
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SURVEY
RE :

Possible Publication of the Library of Congress G-Schedule Alphameric
Codes ("Cutters") for Cities and Towns in the United States

The Library of Congress and The University of Michigan are considering a
cooperative publication venture of the "cutters" of cities and towns of the
United States. This list would be published on COM (Computer Output Microform).
Alphameric codes, cutters, for cities and towns in the U. S. as developed by
resource nersons around the U. S . would be authenticated by the Library of Congress and sent to the University of Michigan for publication. Current lists
exist for about nine states. The complete lists should be finished within a
few years. The complete list could be made available on fewer than ten fiche.
Tentative plans call for complete updates of the entire lists at intervals
of about six months until complete with possible additions and updates beyond
completion. Note: Further additions may include foreign as well as domestic
lists.
The issuance of such lists will in effect constitute an addenda to the LC
G- Schedule for maps. However, the MARC format for other materials including
books, manuscripts, serials, and music has new provisions for including the
¢52 MARC field which is derived from these cutter lists .
Without these standardized lists , the usefulness of OCLC , RLIN, WLN, and
other networks for searching the ¢52 field is diminished. It is imperative to
use standardized lists if we are ever to expect full network utilization.

QUESTION
If such a publication becomes a reality, would your library subscribe to this
service?
YES
NO_ _
(Please check)
Number of copies your library system would want

-------

ro~1MENTS:

NOTE:

Costs have not yet been established but an annual subscription should
not exceed .j 50 .00.
Please return to:

James 0. Minton , Map Librarian
The University of Michigan Library
825 Hatcher Graduate Library
Ann Arbor, MI 48109
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Music OCLC Users Group
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION/INFORMATI014 FORM (NEW MEMBERS ONLY)
NAME:
ADDRESS:

TELEPHONE:

)

-

ext.

~JETI.JORK:

I NST ITUT Io;ML
AFFILIATION:
Check one:
Enclosed is a check for membership dues:

$3.00 individuals
$5.00 institutions

Please bill (institutions only)
Are you presently a member of the Music Library Associat ion?
yes
no
Please return completed form and check made payable to Music OCLC
Users Group to:
Richard P. Smiraglia, Treas.
Music Cat. - 2i 50A Music Building
Univ. of Ill. at Urbana-Champaign
Urbana, IL 61801

CHANGE IN BY-LAWS
As of 13 August, 1980, the tally of the vote on the change in the
MOUG By-laws is 24 in favor and zero opposed. Since there is no
apparent opposition to the change, the By-Laws are now considered
amended as described in MOUG Newsletter no. 7, p. 22.
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A. Ralph Papakhian
Sue Stancu
MOUG Newsletter
Music Library
Indiana University
Bloomington, Indiana
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